23/12 PAOK FC - ATROMITOS FC

SUBMIT

Accreditations are issued to allow people to access and move more comfortably and safely in specific areas of
Toumba Stadium in order for better working conditions to be ensured.
The accreditation it’s strictly personal and not transferable. Identifies the zones on which the accredited person can
move and work and also that he has passed all the necessary security checks and with this system the safely
conduction of the football match it’s assured.
Identity checks for security reason can be done at any given time inside the Stadium and that is the reason that the
accredited people need to carry with them a document proving their identity (press ID or identity card, drivers
license or passport etc.)
The categories of Media Accreditations are:
•
•
•
•
•

Daily, weekly, monthly, electronic and radio stations (PRE)
Photographers (PHO)
Television Stations with broadcasting rights- Right Holder (RTV)
Television Stations with no broadcasting rights (NRH)
Recognized journalist associations- PSAT, ESIEMTH, ESIEA etc. (UNI)

Accredited press representatives can watch all home matches of PAOK FC from the specially designed area of
press tribune and if they have secure the right marking can have access to the Press Room, Mixed Zone and the
Press Center.
For media with no broadcasting rights the entrance to the press tribune and other areas is allowed all though some
limitations are still applied and if not preserved can lead to recall/cancelation of the accreditation.
Specifically:
•
Recognized Journalist association cards, gives the holder the right to enter any Greek Football field (PSAT,
ESIEMTH, ESIEA season 2019-2020) APPLY EXCLUSIVELY for PAOK FC’s home games in CHAMPIONSHIP
and GREEK CUP, depending always with the seat availability in the press tribune.
•
At the Press Tribune seats have been foreseen corresponding to every media, seats for the journalists
following the opposite team and even some seats for the members of recognized journalist associations.
•
Late accreditation requests will not be accepted.
•
It is FORBIDDEN to record footage from the match. The usage of electronic devises for videotaping (camera,
photo camera, ”smart” phones, computers tablets etc.) is EXCLUSIVELY and ONLY allowed in the Mixed Zone
and the Press Room.
•
The entrance to the Stadium by TV Crews is allowed in days that no official match is held, as long as they
have obtained permission from PAOK FC in order to be ensured the availability of the necessary staff as well as
the safety of the visitors.
•
The photographers will enter the Stadium through GATE 2 by showing their professional identification or their
accreditation.
•
Due to the change in the General Data Protection Regulation we would like to inform you that by filling in and
sending this form you consent that PAOK FC will preserve the data provided for statistic and security reasons, if
your accreditation is granted.
Every accreditation is property of PAOK FC and it can be recalled/ canceled at any given time if a security issue is
found in any area of the Stadium or/and if the above terms of use are violated.
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